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Q: Does Winshuttle work with only standard SAP T-codes or can it support custom SAP transactions as well?
A: Winshuttle templates are created using transaction recording method. So, we do not see a difference between standard and custom T-codes.
Both are supported.
Q: What kind of SAP authorisations are required to run Winshuttle?
A: Winshuttle uses Remote function calls (RFC) to connect to SAP. List of authorisations and system requirements are available at this link:
http://winshuttle-help.s3.amazonaws.com/studio/en/central-sap/help/11/system-requirements.htm
Q: Can I create a custom report (exporting data to excel) using data I retrieve from more than one transaction?
A: Yes, it’s possible using Winshuttle. The Query module of Winshuttle works through SAP tables, so a user can add as many tables as possible and
define the selection criteria of custom report.
Q: Are there any standard templates available like update the data in excel and upload the Master data’s like create Vendor, Customer, BOM,
Routing etc.?
A: Since each customer SAP system is different we do not ship standard templates with product. Winshuttle uses lean data management platform
with no programming. It is very easy to create new templates, instead of modifying a standard template to suite your requirement.
Q: When a file is re-run after editing field, is the log over written? In that case how to track changes apart from in SAP?
A: We can enable a setting in Winshuttle to check if the document is already posted to avoid duplicate posting.
Q: Where did that document number come from when journal entry document posted?
A: Winshuttle captures SAP log message and updates them back to Excel. So, in this case SAP log message is captured along with posting document
number.
Q: Is there an easy/quick way to convert LSMW objects to Winshuttle excel templates?
A: Winshuttle upload templates will be created either by recording an SAP transaction code or a Bapi/RFM.
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